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THE LEAP 100
THE MOST EXCITING, FAST-GROWING COMPANIES IN THE UK

City A.M. has teamed up with Mishcon de
Reya to identify 100 of the most exciting,
fast-growing companies in the UK today.
They operate at a range of scales and
across many sectors. All are in the process

of making the leap to the next level.
This stage of a company’s life is rich in
drama, with risks of setbacks and sudden
lows as well as high rewards for those
who make it to the other side.

Throughout the year, we will track the
challenges and the hopes of this brave and
economically vital group via regular polls,
round tables and events, sharing the
collective portrait that emerges.
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LEADERSHIP

From William Shakespeare to Ernest Shackleton, a lot of
people have said a lot of very wise things about leadership. “If
you’re a leader, a fellow that other fellows look to, you’ve got
to keep going,” said the explorer. And our Leap 100 founders
have shown exactly what this means in practice.
On the one hand, they are all leaders in their fields – from
adtech to fintech, fashion to ecommerce. They have seen an
opportunity and are endeavouring to address it, not worrying
if they are exploring uncharted territory. They are one step
ahead of their competition, leaving others to follow in their
wake.
On the other, they have a proven track record of taking their
businesses from startup to fast growth, leading their teams to
ever greater feats.
Some have developed novel technologies that are changing
the terms on which businesses operate. Others have
embraced global expansion from day one. All have the
requisite adaptability and passion to be true leaders in the
business world.

MONEY

AMBITION

In the words of The Donald, “Get going. Move Forward. Aim
High.” This mantra seems to have worked well for him thus
far. There’s a plethora of words beginning with “A” that
describe Trump – ambitious is one. Whatever you think of
him, he’s gone from property mogul to POTUS; an entirely
different route to 1,600 Pennsylvania Avenue to any of his
predecessors. At no point did he stop to ask (rightly or
wrongly) - “am I good enough?”
Ambition was a key trait we looked for in Leap 100
founders. At some point, someone will have told them that
they were making a mistake, or that their company was
going to fail. Ambition is one of the qualities that enabled
them to keep going.
Ambition comes in many forms. Personal ambition –
whether that’s the kudos of running a world-beating
company, or the monetary rewards of an eventual exit – is
part of it. But the ambition to disrupt their sectors and make
an impact is just as important, as is the ambition to actively
pursue fast growth targets in the face of uncertain economic
trends.

“Bulls make money. Bears make money. Pigs? They get
slaughtered.” Gordon Gecko was right, if indelicate, when
he highlighted the importance of money to business, the oil
that keeps everything moving.
And the founders of fast growth companies will go to any
lengths to secure the cash they need to expand. Sara
Murray, founder of Confused.com and Buddi, who sits on
the advisory board for The Leap 100, has said that she
asked her friends, her family, her colleagues, even her dog
for money to enable her business to grow.
Our Leap 100 companies are at various stages financially,
but all have proven that they have what it takes to grow
their revenues rapidly and navigate the waters of scaleup
finance to gain the financial backing for that expansion.
Some are entirely self-financed – built from retained
earnings and investment from family and friends. Others
have already gained venture capital support, an impressive
endorsement from some of the most critical faces in the
scaleup world. Others still have relied on bank finance or
are looking to float on the stock market when the time
comes.
But all of our Leap 100 companies are likely to net their
founders a healthy sum if they choose to exit.

TEAM

Rome wasn’t built in a day, and it certainly wasn’t built by
Romulus alone. Businesses, like Rome, need everyone on
board working to the same objective. A good leader needs a
good team, just as much as a good team needs a good
leader – ask Jeremy Corbyn.
While selecting this year’s Leap 100 companies, we looked
for an established management team working to drive the
business forward. They come from all walks of life – lawyers,
accountants, marketers, and operations experts – but all have
made a vital contribution towards the success that our Leap
100 companies have achieved thus far.
The team behind a founder often receives less attention
than they deserve – and founders themselves are regularly
the first to admit this.
In previous years of the Leap 100, we’ve featured companies
using novel techniques to keep their leading employees
incentivised – from an explicit corporate mission and
compulsory stock ownership to exotic perks – highlighting
the importance they place on keeping their team happy and
engaged.

Follow the Leap 100 and prepare to be inspired
MISHCON
COMMENT
Kevin
Gold

N

OW entering its third year,
The Leap 100 is a group of
some of Britain’s most exciting, fastest growing companies. Over the next 12
months, we will follow this latest
cohort in pages of City A.M., through
regular polls, entrepreneur profiles
and expert comment.
Alongside experts at City A.M., The
Entrepreneurs Network and Seven
Hills, we’ve chosen 100 companies on
the cusp of greatness. They have been

selected based on their leadership skills
and ambition, as well as the quality of
their team and money raised.
This isn’t a definitive list – given the
wealth of great entrepreneurs and
speed of change, no such list is possible
– but we believe these companies are
critical to the future success of our
country. If tomorrow the founders unilaterally decided to shut up shop, we
would all be noticeably poorer for it.
And if our previous cohorts are any
indication, these companies have a disproportionate chance of succeeding.
All companies matter, but those growing fast are more likely to increase productivity, innovate and create jobs – as
such, they have a disproportionate
influence on the nation’s wealth and
happiness. The government is understandably focused on getting more of
exactly these sorts of companies about
to make a leap, but growing can be a

challenge. Everything has a cost; even
success.
Running a business of any size is
fraught with huge tests, but scaling a
company presents unique problems. At

All companies
matter, but those
growing fast have a
disproportionate
impact on the
nation’s wealth and
happiness

Mishcon, we have experience of these
challenges. We’ve been growing at over
15 per cent per annum over the last five
years, and this requires careful management – everything from maintaining our culture to putting in processes
to benefit from efficiencies of scale.
In the process, we’ve learned that it
pays to be open to ideas from other
companies. That’s one reason we regularly bring together the leaders of current and previous Leap cohorts,
whether at our monthly roundtables,
workshops or evening seminars. We get
to the bottom of the growth and existential challenges faced by these entrepreneurs.
We support entrepreneurs because
we believe in supporting the entrepreneurial ecosystem. Entrepreneurs are a
diverse bunch, but they have a lot in
common. They are passionate, inquisitive, optimistic and calculated risk tak-

ers. These are the attributes we aspire
to cultivate, and it’s why we work with
so many entrepreneurs.
At our regular masterclasses, our
lawyers will help inform Leap 100
entrepreneurs about the legal challenges, but it’s a two-way process. The
Leap 100 keeps us young; we have as
much to learn as to teach. As a firm we
don’t ever want to get too comfortable;
Leap 100 founders imbue us with their
sprit. They inspire us.
If you want a monthly dose of inspiration, follow the stories of these Leap 100
companies on these pages and online
through the hub (www.theleap.mishcon.com). We hope it will support your
business ambitions – and perhaps it
might just be the impetus for a few of
you to take the leap!
£ Kevin Gold is managing partner at
Mishcon de Reya.
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Welcome Leapers: Our definitive list of this year’s most exciting, fast growth businesses
ADESTRA

thereby increasing efficiency and ensuring better
service for customers. The company has received
significant investment from ecommerce giant Zalando.

An award-winning provider of first-person marketing
solutions, Adestra’s email platform enables marketers
to communicate more effectively with customers and
subscribers through contextual messaging and
marketing automation. The company secured $7.2m
of investment in January 2016 to enable the business
to expand in the US.

Founders: James Hardy and Chao Liu
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: London

Founders: Henry Hyder-Smith and Steve Denner
Year founded: 2004
HQ location: Oxford

ADZUNA

Founders: Doug Monro and Andrew Hunter
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London
Adzuna has been described as a next generation
search engine, used by 10m visitors a month to find
jobs. Alongside helping jobseekers, the data it gathers
about the employment market is picking up traction,
and is now used by the Prime Minister and senior
officials to keep track of economic growth. Adzuna
raised £2.1m in an equity crowdfunding round in 2015,
and received further investment this year.

AIRPORTR

Founders: Randel Darby, Darren Payne and Chris
Walsh
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London
A concierge company with a twist, AirPortr enables
travellers to have their luggage delivered from the
airport to their hotel, leaving them able to enjoy
London hands-free. Partnered with BA, it’ll even check
your luggage in for you. It raised $5.5m in Series A
funding in 2015, and received further investment since.

ANATWINE

Founder: Christopher Griffin
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: Cheltenham
Looking to revolutionise the retail industry from
behind the scenes, Anatwine’s software connects the
supply chains of brands and retailers to give access to a
fuller, wider, deeper and more accurate stock file,

AVENUE51

Avenue51 is on a mission to help British brands access
the Chinese ecommerce market. Its integrated service
enables UK companies to appear on multiple online
Chinese marketplaces, while also providing logistical,
payment, marketing and customer support services.
Clients have included Waitrose and Royal Mail.

AZIMO

Founders: Ricky Knox, Marta Krupińska, Michael Kent
and Marek Wawro
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London
An online remittance company, Azimo’s mission is to
make international money transfer cheaper, faster, and
easier to understand. It has raised over $40m in
investment so far from the likes of Rakuten, Frog
Capital, and Greycroft Partners, and recently launched
a revolutionary new one-tap money transfer feature.

BIG HEALTH

Founders: Peter Hames and Colin Espie
Year founded: 2010
HQ location: London
The digital medicine company behind Sleepio, which
uses cognitive behavioural therapy techniques to
tackle poor sleep, Big Health automates behavioural
medicine programmes, thereby making them scalable,
accessible and consistent. The company is partnered
with the University of Oxford, and has raised $15m
from Octopus and Index Ventures among others.

BIO-BEAN

Founder: Arthur Kay
Year founded: 2013
HQ location: London
Bio-bean is a clean technology company that has
industrialised the process of recycling spent coffee
grounds, from cafes and offices, into advanced biofuels
and biochemicals. Now expanding across the UK, biobean received investment last year from Ignite, the
Centrica-backed impact investment fund.

BLAZE

Founders: Emily Brooke and Philip Ellis
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: London
Blaze is a leader in urban cycling, providing technology
for bike sharing schemes and consumer cyclists
globally. Its core product, Laserlight, projects a green
symbol of a bike on the road ahead, dealing with the
blind-spot problem. It has received investment from
Index Ventures and the Branson family.

BLIPPAR

ARTFINDER

Founder: Jonas Almgren
Year founded: 2013
HQ location: London
Describing itself as “the art marketplace”,
Artfinder connects collectors with the original
work of independent artists from around the
world online. Now with 600,000 subscribers, it
received $2.2m of investment from Oxford
Capital, among others.

BOOM CYCLE

Founder: Robert Rowland and
Hilary Rowland
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London

Boom Cycle is a chain of boutique fitness studios focused on
indoor cycling classes, on a mission to make exercise fun and
accessible. Led by “rock star instructors”, they “make you sweat,
support you, entertain you and make you realise just how strong
you are.” The company recently revealed plans for the launch of
two new studios, one in Hammersmith, and a flagship location at
Battersea Power Station.

BLOOM & WILD

Founders: Aron Gelbard and Ben Stanway
Year founded: 2013
HQ location: London
A florist with a difference, Bloom & Wild enables
people to order fresh flowers online that can be
posted through a letter box. It raised £3.75m earlier in
the year to enable it to expand its corporate gifting
business and into new markets across Europe.

BLOW LTD.

Founders: Dharmash Mistry and Fiona McIntosh
Year founded: 2013
HQ location: London
Co-founded by a former editor in chief of Grazia and
Elle, this is Britain’s fastest growing on-demand
beauty business. Blow LTD’s app connects vetted
beauty professionals with customers in London and
the Home Counties. It is launching in Birmingham
and Manchester next month, as well as co-branded
services with beauty brands.

BORROWMYDOGGY

Founder: Rikke Rosenlund
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London

Founders: Ambarish Mitra, Omar Tayeb, Steve
Spencer and Jess Butcher
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London

Bringing the sharing economy to lovers of our four
legged friends, BorrowMyDoggy is an online
community matching dog owners with local
borrowers for walks, sitting and holiday care. The
company has raised over $3m, including through
equity crowdfunding.

Blippar is an augmented reality and artificial
intelligence technology platform. Its visual search app
enables users to “blipp” almost anything in the world
using their phone and discover a host of information
about it online, while enabling marketers to interact
with consumers via everyday objects. The company
has raised nearly $100m in investment.

Founder: Adam Breeden
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London

BLIS

Founder: Greg Isbister
Year founded: 2004
HQ location: London
A pioneer in location data solutions, Blis’s technology
provides accurate location data and consumer
behavioural insights for advertisers, enabling them to
serve highly targeted ads via real-time bidding. The
company most recently raised $25m in Series B
investment, from Endeit Capital and Unilever Ventures.

BOUNCE PING PONG

The “home of ping pong”, Bounce is a social
entertainment brand with venues that combine bar,
restaurant and table tennis. With its flagship venue in
Farringdon, it opened in Old Street in October 2015
and launched the first of several planned US ventures
in June 2016.

BRANDWATCH

Founder: Giles Palmer
Year founded: 2007
HQ location: Brighton
A social intelligence company, Brandwatch’s

products – Brandwatch Analytics and the Vizia
platform – gather millions of online conversations
and provide brands and marketing agencies with
the tools to analyse them. It has raised a whopping
$65m, including $33m in Series C investment in
October 2015.

BRICKLANE.COM

Founders: Simon Heawood and Tom Cavill
Year founded: 2015
HQ location: London
Launched by two renters, Bricklane.com enables
savers to invest in the residential property market
through its Property Isa, aiming to allow anyone access
to the housing market, whatever their financial
position. It has received £1.3m in seed investment,
including from Zoopla.

BROMPTON BICYCLE

Founder: Andrew Ritchie
Year founded: 1975
HQ location: Greenford, Middlesex
A classic name in British cycling, Brompton designs
and manufactures its folding bikes in London,
exporting 80 per cent to 44 countries globally. It is now
looking to ramp up production to 100,000 bikes a year
by 2020, having opened a new factory in 2015, and has
invested heavily in developing an electric bike.

BUSUU

Founder: Bernhard Niesner
Year founded: 2008
HQ location: London
A social network for language learning, Busuu’s vision
is to empower everyone in the world to learn a new
language through interactive courses online. It says its
“magic ingredient” is its global community of native
speakers, who correct each other while developing
their conversational skills. It has raised over $11m.

CHARLIE BIGHAM’S

Founder: Charlie Bigham
Year founded: 1996
HQ location: London

A familiar face in supermarkets, Charlie Bigham’s range
of 32 recipes puts a posh twist on ready-meals. The
business now turns over more than £57m a year,
posting double digital growth rates in the last few
years. It recently secured investment for a new food
preparation facility in Somerset.
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COPA90

Founders: Tom Thirlwall and Gavin Rowe
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London
An independent football media business, COPA90 is a
distributed media network that reaches over 50m fans
around the world each month. It recently announced a
major investment round led by the Time Warnerowned Turner International.

DIGITAL SHADOWS

Founders: Alastair Paterson and James Chappell
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London
A leader in cyber security data analytics, Digital
Shadows provides insight into an organisation’s
external digital risks and the threats targeting them
through its SearchLight service. It has received over
$20m in investment.

EDITED

Founders: Julia Fowler and Geoff Watts
Year founded: 2009
HQ location: London
A retail technology company, Edited is used by brands
and retailers to understand their markets in real time
and trade more efficiently, employing artificial
intelligence, machine learning and data analytics. It
has received backing from Index Ventures.

EVE SLEEP

Founders: Jas Bagniewski, Kuba Wieczorek, James
Fryer, Felix Lobkowicz, Abid Ismail
Year founded: 2015
HQ location: London
An online mattress company, Eve Sleep sells its range
of sleep related products in 12 countries and claims to
have invented the most comfortable mattress ever. It
grew by 400 per cent last year, and received significant
investment led by Woodford Investment Management.

EVRYTHNG

Founders: Niall Murphy, Andy Hobsbawm and
Dominique Guinard
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London
An Internet of Things products platform, EVRYTHING
connects items to the web, managing the data in real
time and enabling companies to transform the value of
their physical assets. It received $24.8m in Series B
investment this year, and has announced new
partnerships to give more products a digital identity.

FIREFLY LEARNING

Gousto is an online recipe box delivery service,
distributing recipe boxes with fresh, pre-measured
ingredients and instructions straight to your door. It
now sends out almost 400,000 meals monthly, and has
received nearly $40m in investment, including £10m in
November last year.

GYMBOX

Improbable is a tech company seeking to transform
online gaming. Its technology enables the creation of
richer and more immersive virtual worlds, and its
platform SpatialOS is being used by leading studios
including Bossa Studios and HelloVR. It received $20m
in Series A funding from Andreessen Horowitz in 2015.

JELLYFISH

Founder: Richard Hilton
Year founded: 2001
HQ location: London

Founder: Rob Pierre
Year founded: 1999
HQ location: London

Gymbox’s gyms’ distinctive designs and eclectic
timetable of classes seek to offer a different experience
to most fitness companies. Gymbox has received
significant backing from the Business Growth Fund,
and is expanding to new sites across London.

Jellyfish is the world’s largest boutique digital
marketing agency, with an international team of over
400 employees and offices in Europe, the US and South
Africa.

HIRE SPACE

Founder: Laura Hanbury Tenison MBE
Year founded: 1993
HQ location: Newport

Founders: Edward Poland and Will Swannell
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London
Hire Space is a venue-sourcing platform, enabling
users to find memorable spaces for events,
conferences, launches and exhibitions. Now featuring
over 3,000 venues, this year it is focused on marketing
and technology, looking to integrate AI and machine
learning to automate its venue-sourcing offering.

HOTCHA

Founders: James Liang and Andy Chan
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: Bristol
Hotcha is a chain of Chinese takeaways with 13 stores
across the UK, from Bristol to Newbury, Bournemouth
to Liverpool. In October last year it secured £7.5m in
investment from Beechbrook Capital to fund its
national expansion plans.

IGLU.COM

JOJO MAMAN BEBE

A boutique mother and baby brand that seeks to “put
people and the planet above profit”, JoJo Maman
Bebe has found success on the high street as well as
online. While continuing to expand domestically and
internationally, 2017 will be a year of investment in IT,
operations and logistics to support greater scale.

JUKEDECK

Jukedeck is building artificial intelligence that
composes original music for video, games and other
media, allowing individuals and companies to use this
system to create royalty-free music that fits their
content. The company won a Cannes Innovation Lion
in 2016. It has raised over $3m in investment so far.

Founders: Sam Conniff Allende and Michelle Morgan
Year founded: 2001
HQ location: London

Founders: Ed Newton-Rex and Patrick Stobbs
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London

KANO COMPUTING

Founder: Alex Klein
Year founded: 2013
HQ location: London

Iglu.com, made up of four specialist brands — Iglu Ski,
Iglu Cruise, Planet Cruise and Iglu Lapland– is the UK's
largest independent agent of ski and cruise holidays. It
received significant private equity backing from LDC in
2015, and is expanding into new geographies and
product areas.

Kano is best known for its award-winning build-yourown-computers and coding systems. It brought the
“first computer anyone can make” to Kickstarter in
2013 and raised $1.5m in 30 days from more than
13,000 backers. It raised a further $15m in investment
in 2015.

IMPROBABLE

Debut is a careers app for
students and graduates,
helping them connect with
employers. Once registered,
companies like EY, Microsoft,
and Barclays approach them
directly, giving employers an
effective tool to reach a
targeted talent pool, while
using gamification
techniques to boost their
brands. The company will
use recent seed investment
to grow its tech team ready
for international expansion.

Kantox is a fintech company offering FX management
solutions, allowing customers to manage their
currency exposure, build hedging strategies, automate
FX transactions and process international payments in
a smart way. It has over 2,000 clients who have
exchanged over $4bn in 20 countries, and is looking to
expand outside Europe.

Founder: Richard Downs
Year founded: 1998
HQ location: London

Founders: Herman Narula, Rob Whitehead and Peter
Lipka
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London

DEBUT

Founders: Charles Taylor
and Michele Trusolino
Year founded: 2015
HQ location: London

KANTOX

Founders: Philippe Gelis, John Carbajal and Toni
Rami
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London

LIVITY

Livity is a creative agency, publisher, talent network
and ideas incubator that calls itself the first “youth-led
creative network”, with clients including Google,
Unilever, Dyson, the government and the BBC. It
received £1.5m in investment from Impact Ventures
UK last year.

LOOPME

Founders: Stephen Upstone and Marco Van Der Bergh
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London
Loopme is a video marketing platform, using data and
artificial intelligence to optimise advertising by
targeting the moments when people will change their
mind about products and services after seeing an ad. It
received $10m in Series B investment in March this
year.

LYSTABLE

Founders: Joe Mathewson and Simon Hay
Year founded: 2009
HQ location: London

Founder: Peter Johnston
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: San Francisco

Founded by two GCSE students, edtech firm Firefly
helps students achieve more by connecting them with
teachers and parents via its platform. It enables
schools to set homework, track progress, share
resources and engage parents. In 2016, it secured
£4.5m of Series A funding.

Lystable is a freelancer collaboration platform,
simplifying the way companies in the publishing,
fashion, content marketing and video production
industries work via its app. Investors include Paypal
co-founders Peter Thiel and Max Levchin, and it is
currently expanding into the US.

FOUREX

MARKET PORTER

Founder: Oliver Du Toit
Year founded: 2013
HQ location: London

Founders : Stefan Porter and Nick Ford
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: London

Fourex is looking to transform money exchange with
its self-service currency exchange kiosks in major
transport hubs and shopping centres around the UK. It
is looking to aggressively expand in the UK and
internationally in the next 18 months.

Market Porter’s platform matches customers with local
butchers and farm shops across the UK, cutting out
supermarket supply chains and ensuring the freshness
and provenance of the produce. Over the next 12
months it is focused on expanding its supplier base
and to become the go-to destination for quality,
locally-sourced food.

GORDON & EDEN

Founders: Sophie Eden and Sam Gordon
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: London
Gordon & Eden is an executive search and interim
management firm specialising in recruiting digital and
technology executives. It bridges the gap between the
startup and corporate worlds.

GOUSTO

Founders: Timo Boldt
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London

METAIL

Founder: Tom Adeyoola
Year founded: 2008
HQ location: London

COMMUTERCLUB

Founders: Petko Plachkov
and Imran Gulamhuseinwala
Year founded: 2013
HQ location: London

Enabled by crowdfunded peer-to-peer lending, CommuterClub allows
commuters to purchase season tickets through monthly payments while
keeping the discounts of longer duration tickets. It also targets
companies, helping them manage their season ticket schemes. It is
currently expanding outside London, and has received nearly $5m in
investment, including via an equity crowdfunding raise.

Metail’s ambition is to become the best way to
discover, share, shop and wear fashion by enabling
users to try clothes on their own 3D body model. It is
currently raising Series B funding to accelerate its
global growth, and is targeting digitising 1m new
garments per year within the next three years, up from
100,000-200,000 this year.
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problem: connecting doctors and healthcare
organisations online to fill shift work and avoid staffing
shortages, at a lower cost to recruitment agencies. It
raised $7m in Series B Funding last year.

NGAGE SPECIALIST RECRUITMENT

Founder: Tim Cook
Year founded: 2007
HQ location: London

nGAGE is a UK-based recruitment group which
supports specialist recruitment businesses, enabling
them to become market leaders in their chosen sector.
Currently 15 companies operate under its umbrella.

OAKNORTH BANK

Founders: Rishi Khosla and Joel Perlman
Year founded: 2015
HQ location: London
OakNorth is a UK bank that provides fast and flexible
debt finance of up to £20m to growth businesses,
entrepreneurs and property developers. It is looking to
more than double its revenue run rate this year, and
expects to lend £1bn in 2018.

MONZO

Founders: Tom Blomfield, Jonas Huckestein, Paul
Rippon, Gary Dolman and Jason Bates
Year founded: 2015
HQ location: London
Monzo is a smartphone bank with a host of innovative
features, including intelligent spending notifications
and the ability to split bills and send money to friends
at a click of a button. The bank has raised millions in
investment, including via crowdfunding.

MOO

Founder: Richard Moross
Year founded: 2006
HQ location: London

OLIVER

Founder: Simon Martin
Year founded: 2004
HQ location: London
OLIVER builds and manages dedicated, in-house
marketing agencies for brands. It expects to expand
into a further 10 territories this year, will be launching a
dedicated business to serve pharmaceutical brands,
and is entering the programmatic media space.

OLIVER BONAS

Founder: Oliver Tress
Year founded: 1993
HQ location: Chessington, Surrey

MOO was launched with the vision of reimagining the
business card, and is now a rapidly growing digital
print and design company. It has received investment
from Barclays’s Fast Growth Tech Fund, among others.

Oliver Bonas is a British lifestyle retailer which, from
small beginnings, now has over 60 stores and has
evolved from curating others’ designs to creating its
own. The company and its staff operate under the
mantra: “Work Hard, Play Hard and Be Kind”.

MOOLA

ONFIDO

Founders: Gemma Godfrey
Year founded: 2015
HQ location: London
Moola provides easy-to-use investment and savings
services to the more than 5.5m Britons with no access
to financial advice. It is looking to scale through
partnerships with leading financial advisers.

MR & MRS SMITH

Founders: Husayn Kassai, Eamon Jubbawy and Ruhul
Amin
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London
Onfido’s platform helps businesses verify that their
customers are who they claim to be, while enabling
businesses to carry out criminal record, right to work
and anti money laundering checks. Now working with
over 1,000 clients globally (including Uber, Deliveroo

Founders: Tamara Heber-Percy and James Lohan
Year founded: 2003
HQ location: London

MY 1ST YEARS

Having failed to find the perfect pair of personalised
baby shoes, two friends created their own, and My 1st
Years was born. Since then, the firm has launched a
range of personalised baby gifts.

NETWORK LOCUM

Network Locum’s platform solves an important

PANASEER

Founder: Nik Whitfield
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: London
Cyber security software company Panaseer’s platform
gives businesses maximum visibility and insight into
their enterprise’s security situation, using data science,
advanced security intelligence and Hadoop
engineering. It is currently expanding into the US.

PAYCASSO

Founder: Russell S King
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London
Paycasso is a software provider that verifies the
identity of consumers engaged in mobile and online
transactions. It is looking to continue to expand into
international markets, particularly emerging countries.

EPOS NOW

Founder: Jacyn Heavens
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: Norwich
An award-winning electronic point of sale (EPOS)
provider, Epos Now’s technology primarily serves
SMEs in the retail and hospitality sectors. Having
already expanded into the US, the company has
dedicated £10m in investment in its Norwich
headquarters, creating 100 new jobs, and also has
plans to roll out into mainland Europe and
Australia over the next two years.

looking to grow its distribution across the UK, as well
as looking into international expansion.

PITCHUP.COM

Founder: Dan Yates
Year founded: 2009
HQ location: London
Former lastminute.com man Dan Yates has turned his
hand to outdoor accommodation with Pitchup.com,
which enables users to search for and book holidays at
camp sites and beyond in over 40 countries. Its mobile
site accounts for an impressive 33 per cent of bookings,

POCKIT

Founder: Virraj Jatania
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: London
A provider of core banking services to people who are
otherwise financially excluded, Pockit is aiming to
build the world’s most inclusive bank. It has received
financial backing from Sir Alex Ferguson.

PRIVATE WHITE V.C.

Founder: James Eden
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: Salford

Peak’s brain-training app, which aims to improve users’
cognitive skills through games, has been downloaded
more than 20m times. The company has also attracted
major interest among investors. Hachette, the French
publishing company, took a majority stake last year.

Private White V.C. manufactures and sells British-made
luxury menswear, inspired by Victoria Cross recipient
private Jack White, out of its factory in the heart of
Manchester.

PERKBOX

Founders: Cain Ullah , David Wynne and Stuart Harris
Year founded: 2010
HQ location: London

Founders: Chieu Cao and Saurav Chopra
Year founded: 2015
HQ location: London

MY FAMILY CARE

Founder: Melissa Morris
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London

and Just Giving), it has raised over $30m so far.

Founders: Itamar Lesuisse, Sagi Shorrer, Xavier Louis
and Gerald Goldstein
Year founded: 2013
HQ location: London

Founders: Jonny Sitton and Daniel Price
Year founded: 2010
HQ location: Stanmore

My Family Care works with employers to offer coaching
to parents going through a maternity transition, as well
as providing emergency childcare anywhere in the UK.
The firm works with about 150 companies, including
Google, IBM, Shell, PwC and Sky.

Housekeep is an online service that enables users to find a vetted
cleaner in their area. It now has thousands of regular users, doubling
in size over the past year. Over the next year, the company is seeking
to continue to grow at this pace, scaling to 10,000-plus regular
customers, and expanding outside London.

PEAK

A club for hotel lovers, Mr & Mrs Smith has evolved
from travel guide to comprehensive luxury holiday
booking service, used by over a million members in
more than 100 countries.

Founder: Ben Black
Year founded: 2005
HQ location: London

HOUSEKEEP

Founder: Avin Rabheru
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: London

Perkbox is an employee engagement platform that
helps firms boost the wellbeing of their team by
providing employees with on-the-go access to a range
of perks, an online reward and recognition system and
a wellness hub. It recently secured over £4m on Seedrs
and is opening a new office in Sheffield.

RED BADGER

Red Badger is an independent digital consultancy with
a client list that includes Tesco, Fortnum & Mason, Sky
and Lloyds. It is targeting revenues of £11m by October
2017, and up to £15m by October 2018.

ROLI

PICCOLO

Founder: Roland Lamb
Year founded: 2013
HQ location: London

Piccolo is the UK’s fastest growing baby food company,
specialising in Mediterranean-inspired organic food,
and hit £2m turnover in its first year. This year it is

ROLI has launched a range of innovative, and digitallyconnected, musical hardware and software including
the Seaboard, which replaces the black and white keys
of a piano keyboard with a continuous, touchresponsive surface. It has raised over $40m in
investment so far.

Founder: Catherine Gazzoli
Year founded: 2016
HQ location: London
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RPM

Founder: Hugh Robertson
Year founded: 1993
HQ location: London

marketing agency with ambitious growth plans.
Founded by two university drop-outs, it says it can now
reach over 320m via social media through over 400
communities.

RPM is an independent creative agency specialising in
how people experience brands. The company is
looking to increase its presence and capabilities in the
US, and invest in its intelligence and data capabilities.

Founder: Sophia Webster
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London

SOPHIA WEBSTER

SKY-FUTURES

British accessories designer Sophia Webster’s
eponymous label now has an international presence
and is distributed in over 200 retailers worldwide. The
company secured £4m in investment in January.

Sky-Futures is a leader in harnessing drones to perform
safety inspections and reduce risk, particularly in the
oil and gas, renewables, utilities, and telecoms
industries, and to analyse the data that is collected.
The firm has received backing from MMC Ventures.

Founder: Mutaz Qubbaj
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: London

Founders: James Harrison, Chris Blackford and Nick
Rogers
Year founded: 2009
HQ location: Hayes

SMARKETS

Founder: Jason Trost
Year founded: 2008
HQ location: London
Smarkets is bringing fintech innovation to the betting
market, enabling customers to trade sports, politics
and current affairs with better odds on its platform,
and allowing users to set their own prices and trade
against each other.

SMART AV

Founder: Darren Poultney
Year founded: 2005
HQ location: Harlow
Smart AV specialises in providing LED, video walls,
interactive technology, and virtual reality hardware to
events, exhibitions and conferences. It has invested
over £1.5m in the last six months in the latest LED
technology, and has ambitious growth plans for the
permanent installs side of its business.

SNAP TECH

Founder: Jenny Griffiths
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London
Snap Tech is revolutionising ecommerce via its visual
search and discovery tool, with its platform making
almost everything shoppable. Simply “Snap and
Search” any item, and the technology provides the
exact or similar item available to purchase.

SOCIAL CHAIN

Founders: Stephen Bartlett and Dominic McGregor
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: Manchester
Social Chain is an “internet breaking” social media

SQUIRREL

Squirrel is a financial technology company that
combines a bank account and app that empowers
people to set a plan for their finances and stick to it. It is
currently targeting UK expansion, with an eye to
bringing Squirrel to the US, Australia and South Africa.

STRATAJET

Founder: Jonathan Nicol
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London
Stratajet makes hiring a private jet simple, enabling
users to search for planes and compare prices in real
time, and to book instantly at a click of a button. It
raised $8m last year, led by Octopus Ventures, to invest
in its intelligent quoting tool.

STUDENT.COM

Founder: Luke Nolan
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London
Listing 800,000 beds in over 120 countries,
Student.com is a marketplace for students looking for
accommodation, offering peace of mind and a huge
range of options. Having raised $70m so far, it is
focused on expanding supply on the platform.

TALMIX

Founders: Tim Bacon and Simon Potts
Year founded: 2010
HQ location: Knutsford, Cheshire
The quirky bar and restaurant group was
launched in Manchester on the site of a former
nineteenth century “den of iniquity and alchemy”.
By 2015, it had four locations, across Manchester,
Leeds and London. Following an acquisition by
Palatine Private Equity, part of a management
buyout, it has continued to expand rapidly across
Britain, most recently opening a ninth venue in
Newcastle.

Now in France, Ireland and Italy, last year it delivered
over 1m boxes across the UK.

TRANSACTOR GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Founder: Ray Vincent
Year founded: 2003
HQ location: Colden Common, Winchester

Transactor Global Solutions is a provider of software
solutions for the insurance industry. It is targeting
continuing growth this year, fuelled by the launch of
new software, and plans to add to its head count.

URBAN MASSAGE

Notonthehighstreet.com is the UK's leading, online,
curated marketplace connecting small creative
businesses with the world. The company works with
5,000 firms, selling unique products you can’t find on
the high street. Last year it raised £21m in Series E
funding, which it is using to invest in technology,
innovation, marketing and operations.
planning to roll out new stores in the UK and
internationally, and is forecasting £100m turnover.

WHAT3WORDS

Founders: Chris Sheldrick, Jack Waley-Cohen and
Mohan Ganesalingam
Year founded: 2013
HQ location: London
What3words is redefining how we communicate
location, by dividing the whole world into 57 trillion 3
metre by 3 metre squares and labelling them with a
combination of three words. Parts of the world with
inadequate addressing systems are now discoverable.
The firm raised $8.5m in Series B funding last year.

Founder: Daniel Callaghan
Year founded: 2009
HQ location: London

Founders: Jack Tang and Giles Williams
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: London

Talmix enables companies to find, hire and build
relationships with talent for projects. Simply post a
project, and the firm’s algorithm will instantly provide
curated matches. Talmix has raised nearly $9m.

Urban Massage enables city-dwellers to find and book
professional massage services at their convenience.
The company raised $1.5m in seed investment in 2015.

THE CLUBHOUSE

Founder: Adam Blaskey
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London

Founders: Jeffrey Thomas, Jeremy Sanders, Simon
Hansford and William Ginn
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: Farnborough, Hampshire

Whichit is an interactive commercial content platform
that enables marketers and publishers to increase user
engagement, open new revenue streams and gain
insight. It is launching a new product this year, and
plans to close an investment round.

The Clubhouse is a business members’ club, filling a
gap for professionals unsatisfied by serviced offices
and meeting in coffee shops. The firm raised money on
Seedrs in 2015 to fund its continued expansion.

Established to align with the government’s ICT and
digital strategies, UKCloud’s platform offers agile
solutions designed for the public sector. It has won
contracts with HMRC and the Home Office.

Founders: George Graham and Henry Graham
Year founded: 2010
HQ location: London

THE DELIVERY GROUP

THE ALCHEMIST BAR &
RESTAURANT

NOTONTHEHIGHSTREET.COM

Founders: Holly Tucker MBE (left) and
Sophie Cornish MBE (right)
Year founded: 2006
HQ location: Richmond

UKCLOUD

VANTAGE POWER

Chairman: Paul Carvell
Year founded: 2015
HQ location: Warrington

Founders: Alexander Schey and Toby Schulz
Year founded: 2011
HQ location: London

A new force in the post and parcel sector, backed by
New Wave Partners, The Delivery Group brings
together several existing companies into a combined,
fast-growing group, with over £200m turnover.

Hybrid engine maker Vantage Power is aiming to
substantially reduce fuel consumption and emissions
from buses, thereby improving air quality. It has
recently focused on building out its software offering.

TORTILLA

VELOCITY

Founders: Brandon Stephens and Jennifer Roebuck
Year founded: 2007
HQ location: London

Founders: Alex MacDonald and Zia Yusuf
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: London

Tortilla has been voted the best Mexican restaurant
and take-away in London, and has expanded rapidly. It
secured £11m in financing in 2014 and now has
locations across the UK.

Velocity streamlines the whole process of dining out,
enabling users to find and book restaurants, and pay
for their bill all via its app. It raised $22.5m in Series B
investment last year.

WHICHIT

Founders: Jonathan Gan, Galit Gan and Yarden
Jacobson
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: London

WOLF & BADGER

A multi-channel marketplace for independent brands,
both online and in its London and New York
showrooms, Wolf & Badger is seeking to change the
retail landscape through its unique business model
and product mix.

YOURPARKINGSPACE

Founders: Charles Cridland and Harrison John Woods
Year founded: 2006
HQ location: London
Think Airbnb, but for parking, YourParkingSpace is one
of the UK’s largest sharing economy startups. It allows
both private landlords and car park operators to list
their parking spaces, and turn underused space into
cash generating assets.

ZEROLIGHT

Founders: Virginie Charles-Dear and Sara Barokas
Year founded: 2012
HQ location: London

Founder: Stuart Hennell
Year founded: 2002
HQ location: Maidstone, Kent

WATCHFINDER.CO.UK

Founder: Darren Jobling
Year founded: 2014
HQ location: Newcastle upon Tyne

VC-backed toucanBox delivers fun and educational
craft activity kits for children straight to their letterbox.

Watchfinder & Co is a retailer of premium pre-owned
watches from Rolex, Omega, Breitling and more. It is

ZeroLight is transforming the way customers
experience cars before they buy them, using its
technology to create interactive product experiences
like advanced real-time 3D car configurators. It is
looking to cement its industry-leading position.

TOUCANBOX

Entrepreneurs
ignore the status quo,
challenge the rules
and change the game.
We should know.

Entrepreneurs: we understand what drives them and
have tools to accelerate their plans. To know more, go to
theleap.mishcon.com

It’s business. But it’s personal.
Business | Dispute Resolution | Real Estate | Mishcon Private
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Back Brand Britain to give
firms the confidence to grow
Michael
Hayman

I

F YOU don’t like what’s being said,
change the conversation.” The sage
words of Don Draper, protagonist of
hit adland drama Mad Men. This
may be the advice of a fictional character – but it is something our real-life
politicians might want to consider as
the nation prepares to cast its vote in
June’s snap General Election.
The last time we were at the ballot box
was for the EU referendum. Looking
back, much of the run-up felt like a campaign crafted around what we might
lose rather than what we stood to gain.
Weeks of Project Fear and the unrelenting premonition, on both sides, of
the doom awaiting voters who swung
the wrong way was not the positive message needed to build business confidence or belief in the potential of a
nation.
So what would Don Draper say now?
Perhaps that a new election is a new
opportunity. A chance to look at the
nation in a different way – through the
lens of ambition. What does it mean to
be ambitious in a post-Brexit world?
Perhaps the Prime Minister is taking
note. Setting out her stall on visits to
India and the United States, she stressed
the opportunity for a free trade Britain.
A country with a global outlook and an
export culture to match.
Britain needs to increase its stock of
growth companies if it is to prosper outside the European Union. We need to
hear more of this over the coming
weeks – to hear the drum banging for
Britain’s exporters and their role in our
economic future.
With this in mind, we announce the
2017 cohort of The Leap 100. These are
some of Britain’s most ambitious and
fast-growing companies. From cyber

Top left: Sky-Futures;
top right: Stratajet
founder Jonathan
Nicol; below: the
Piccolo team

security to footwear and food tech to
recruitment – there are few sectors in
which our Leap 100 don’t have an
impact.
It is a list packed with the kind of firms
able to keep Britain’s export cogs moving. From Brompton Bicycle and Eve
Mattresses through to JoJo Maman Bébé,
these are shining examples of what
makes Brand Britain special.
Make no mistake, there is a Brand
Britain. It stands for quality, creativity
and innovation the world over. But it
needs nurturing and it needs to be reinforced. It is often said that reputation is
the “Cinderella asset”, and you never
know what you’ve got until it’s gone.
The way we are perceived is important –
we need to be seen as an open, confident
country with the attitude to succeed.
There is so much to play for. The UK
has the potential to be the best place in
the world to start and grow a business. It
has a thriving ecosystem with the ambition, agility and ideas to make it a world
leader.
This is why an election campaign that
champions UK ambition really matters.
Firms need certainty and optimism
right now. They need the confidence of
growing a business in a country whose
political leaders believe its best days are
still to come.
The CBI director general Carolyn
Fairbairn touched on this last week –
calling for political parties to show their
dedication to business: “Firms will want
to hear commitments from all parties to
work in close partnership with business
to make the UK economy the most competitive in the world by 2030.”
This is our opportunity to make it happen. We need our politicians to speak
positively about our place on the world
stage. We need to restate Brand Britain.
And it doesn’t take the wisdom of Don
Draper to tell us how important that
conversation will be in the run up to
polling day.
£ Michael Hayman MBE is chair of the Leap
Advisory Board and co-founder of Seven
Hills.

Time to get involved in the Brexit policy debate

S

OME people love politics – the
cut and thrust, cheering and
jeering, pavement pounding
and leafleting in support of
their tribe. Others, not so
much. For the haters and agnostics,
recent months and years have been a
trying time.
Brexit and Trump are more than
enough politics for most of us; now we
have a General Election on our hands.
Commentators currently on the
wrong side of history are either
disconsolate or apoplectic. It feels like
we’re one European election away
from the liberal order collapsing, with
President Trump a systemic threat –
the Lehman Brothers of today.
(Perhaps the doomsayers should take
heart that capitalism is alive and
kicking, despite hyperbolic predictions
to the contrary in 2008. As Adam
Smith wisely noted, “there is a great

Philip
Salter

deal of ruin in a nation”.)
Though a few entrepreneurs are
highly political, most avoid it, which is
understandable. Starting and scaling a
business is fast-paced and all about
being in control of your destiny (even
if it doesn’t feel like that in practice).
In contrast, politics is slow and
compromising and often about
controlling other people.
While I would never recommend
getting involved in party politics,
business owners would be wise to

engage in specific areas of policy. The
fact is, bad policies can stymie and
even destroy businesses, while good
policies can help them flourish.
Just consider fintech regulation in
the UK. A major driver of London’s
fintech scene is the light-touch, clear
regulation of the sector by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). We
don’t quite have permissionless
innovation, but the FCA’s regulatory
sandbox provides a safe space for
businesses to innovate.

Bad policies can
stymie – and even
destroy –
businesses

On the surface, The Leap 100 is a
practical programme – neither
political nor policy oriented. But to
paraphrase “the personal is political”:
the practical is policy. At our monthly
breakfasts, Leap 100 entrepreneurs
will meet to discuss their successes,
challenges and ambitions. The
overlaps with policy are obvious –
whether it’s intellectual property,
access to finance, laws, regulations,
taxation, exporting or visas, the
practical often has policy implications.
Even if the political roller-coaster
levels off in coming months and years,
history isn’t about to end.
Entrepreneurs should obviously focus
on what they know best – building
businesses – but a coordinated push in
certain policy areas can make a
difference. When home secretary
Amber Rudd MP floated the idea of
businesses publicly revealing their

proportion of foreign workers, the
reaction of business owners was swift,
uniformly negative and resulted in a
sharp policy shift away from the plan.
The Leap 100 is a microcosm of
Britain’s exceptional entrepreneurial
ecosystem. The personal risks each
entrepreneur undertakes are
significant, and even if they’re
inspired by private gain – most aren’t
of course – they’re performing
immense public good. Whether you
voted stay or nay, Brexit offers a
unique opportunity to influence
policy. After all, Parliament will
become more powerful, giving it more
scope to do both good and bad. There’s
never been a better time to get
involved.
£ Philip Salter is founder of The
Entrepreneurs Network.
tenentrepreneurs.org

